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Bitmango mahjong solitaire classic quests

$1.99 AdFree $3.99 Package Package $1.99 Rain $1.99 Forest $1.99 Lake $2.99 Weekend Package $2$3.99 $1.99 Forest $1.99 Lake $2.99 Weekend Package $2$3.99 $1.99 Lake $2.99 Weekend Bundle 2 $3.99 Package Bundle $2 2.99 Weekend Bundle $1.99 Fire $1.99 Mountain 4.6 141.667 Ratings 4.4 1 483 Ratings 4.4 1,406 Ratings
4.3 649 Ratings 4.5 431 Ratings 4.2 207 Ratings 4.5 431 Ratings 4.2 207 Ratings 4 198 Ratings 4.4 69 Ratings 4.4 68 Ratings 3.9 52 Ratings Who says you can only play Mahjong if you have other players with you? Classic Mahjong Solitaire Free, you can now play by yourself or with others without ever leaving your home. You can play with AI
to familiarize yourself with the mechanics of the game or challenge your friends in a fun game of Mahjong Solitaire. You can customize Classic Mahjong Solitaire Free and set your own rules without ever spoiling the classic gameplay. The game also has tons of backgrounds and tile arts, so you can set it according to your preferences. Play
these free classic mahjong games for free on your PC! We have all sorts of mahjong, including Solitaire, multiplayer and a bit of arcade too. When you think of classic mahjong for free, think of us. After all, we provide the best free classic mahjong on the mobile platform and on the PC. Hey, it's always better to play on your PC than any other
platform. To install the game on your desktop, choose the mahjong game you want and click the PLAY NOW or Get It Free button to get started. He's playing today. Want to play a great mahjong game, but don't like downloading hundreds of MBS of extra files? If so, our mahjong does not download games will allow you to play Mahjong without
having to download the hugged smends of MBS. As a bonus, our mahjong games are not downloadable free to download, so go ahead and check out what suits your interests. All these games range from mahjong vanilla games to Mahjong games with their own twists. For example, some of the games give you power ups and obstacles to add
fun to the games! Regardless of your preferences for your Mahjong game, our game includes Mahjong is one of the most iconic Chinese tile-based strategy games. Unlike Mahjong Solitaire, the original Mahjong requires four players during each round. Since the Qin dynasty, the popularity of the game has spread around the world, resulting in
several and various rules of the game. With that said, if you are new to the game wanting to know the basics, then, you need to check mahjong World 2. Learn and understand the classic game in the comfort of your PC. Participate in various weekly competitions, observe other players, record your personal achievements and more. Explore and
master the game Mahjong today and challenge yourself with the other downstairs. I have loved this game for a very long time! I look forward to playing the daily challenge every day and see the neat picture at the end of the month after completing all the daily challenges. However, after completing the challenges for September, the October
calendar now shows all the dates in the calendar with a key. The game allows me to select select and play the game, but as soon as the game is complete, the whole game freezes! No reward! I have to get out of the game and restart it. Then it shows that I haven't even started the daily challenge! I reworked the same puzzle 4 or 5 times! I've
tried everything I can think of, including restarting my phone! I still haven't had any luck. I would love to lose one of my favorite games, but this is quite frustrating to make me want to ditch it! Does anyone else have this problem? UPDATE: The support team solved the problem! My daily challenge is working again! Thank! Now I can enjoy my
game again! Hate! Hello, problem solved. The new version is now! Please update the app. (3.0.2) If the problem still exists after that, please let us know! by ak2795 on 2020/12/18 04:21 Awesome game! by TQBee on 2020/12/18 03:09 Love to play. It also helps me get rid of reality for a while! by Lilmama59 on 2020/12/18 02:23 This Mahjong
game is challenging! Fun at the same time. I like it, you like it, we like it, you like it, they like it! by npo name on 2020/12/18 01:01 Reliving my day and keeping me focused by Osterglocke on 2020/12/18 00:33 Mahjong memory trains and recognize similar symbols. This is a great game of CandleladyWendy on 2020/12/17 21:19 Very challenging!
by GOGENEGO on 2020/12/17 20:04 Great thinking game. Super for the eyes ~ hand coordination. by Sximi on 2020/12/17 14:16 This game is a great way to keep your mind sharp and fun. by LTC Ace on 2020/12/17 12:56 Great solitaire game to pass the time. Challenging is the name of this game. by aa1264 on 2020/12/17 12:54 This app is
so satisfying and I like you don't actually have to get the game board, but you can play it on your device. It's so painful and I love the meanings behind all these pieces. Some mean 10,000, 1000, so many meanings. Flowers can be used as joker cards in games. Flour tiles represent bamboo (⽵, zhú), chrysanthemum (?, júhuā), orchids (蘭,
lánhuā) and plums (?, mei). Apart from that I rate this a star of 5. It's the best app I've got: the Vjr1250 on 2020/12/16 23:10 Sweet! by mgcgueydan on 2020/12/16 14:48 Great game by Robert smalling on 2020/12/16 14:12 It's a great game to help the brain of FluffDad on 2020/12/16 03:06 Just what you might expect. by Star Girlfriend on
2020/12/16 01:57 It's incredibly fun and calming! Wonderful. Thank! ... it would be better without publicity. ... It's nerve wracking. by gytedchuvc on 2020/12/16 01:39 Ever change of tractors4me on 2020/12/16 00:28 Super fun, relaxing yet challenging without being frustrating. by CookiiSD on 2020/12/15 20:44 Great game really enjoy the
challenging and relaxing game. by DLHolladay on 2020/12/15 18:16 Very pleasant and relaxing. Thank. by Wwdd 2014 on 16:04 Each two to three board the game crashes while playing the ads. Have an app support, but it's just marketing for other games. Too frustrating with constant crashing. Edit: the developers responded sorry for too much
ads That wasn't my problem. The game crashes after the ad runs and will not Play. by the trader option99 on 2020/12/15 13:34 Indeed the challenges of concentration and relaxation of Farsnartle on 2020/12/15 11:08 Relaxing and soothing music by Jeanne Teeny on 2020/12/15 07:17 I do not understand the points system, but the game is fun
by glktnn on 2020/12/15 01:35 This is a great challenge for eyes and reflexes of jreindl on 2020/12/14 23:23 Love the new look! by nwjetta on 2020/12/14 21:46 Great game I like the $ wills on 2020/12/14 21:34 Fun especially in these times. Relaxation. by Im254 on 2020/12/14 21:03 Beware this game may be the training habit! by hf2442 on
2020/12/14 18:53 This game is so addictive. Mahjong is a fun game that you find you are not able to put down. by MsMountJoy on 2020/12/14 17:42 This is a fun brain game. I love playing every day! by Wonderjuls on 2020/12/14 14:45 Addiction to nana7- on 2020/12/14 12:58 Enjoy Elorasmom on 2020/1 2/14 11:12 This game that I loved and
played many times was ruined by several new items 1) constant bombardment of sales pitches for package beginners - I bought several packages and was told these ads would go away, they made for months, but now they've changed. 2) Burning stars at the top along with shuffle siffle and hints makes me nervous! Seriously- now a game I
liked and was at maximum levels in any regular sections and the bonus is no longer fun and relaxing. I am now so disappointed that I tried other Mahjong hoping to find one as good as this game used to be. by kscolbo on 2020/12/14 04:02 I play a lot of games to stay sharp! This is the most enjoyable! Sore eye  on 2020/12/14 03:54 I have
very bad bug. by Bobsev on 2020/12/14 01:00 Quick and easy to use by sams mother 5 on 2020/12/13 22:16 I love this game. I'm addicted. Play hours every day of Amorrah23 on 2020/12/13 21:19 Great fun! by Carriebear83 on 2020/12/13 05:27 I liked it before the recent update. Now it's too stressful. by carmenq62 on 2020/12/13 04:22 Love
is MissJean@74 game on 2020/12/13 02:42 I really like this game and play every day. It's my favorite Mahjong game so far. by bdcmustang on 2020/12/12 21:43 Awesome game of Jd902 on 2020/12/12 19:51 Fun little game 73_Jboogie on 2020/12/12 18:50 Good for neurological stimulation of TPLGB on 2020/12/12 17:24 I do not like that
there is a constant demand for purchase. I didn't see you had to buy to play. Otherwise, I like the pace &amp;amp; differences ups. by KAT DADAH on 2020/12/12 15:11 This is my ease when I'm pointing out by Djamel0905 on 2020/12/12 10:35 Could run the ads better, but that migt be just my phone of Valerie - CC, Indiana on 2020/12/12
08:57 Great for tracking my eyes and motor skills mind, so I get older I feel important things keep moving and stimulating... Plus its fun of Mauski01 on 2020/12/12 05:53 This is a game that tested my mind, vision and speed. I love this game and being an army veteran with a traumatic brain injury, it helps with my cognitive memory and symbol
recognition. Written Written on 2020/12/12 05:24 Great game! Good challenge by Busterlong on 2020/12/12 04:42 Great busy time of Frstbrn52 on 2020/12/12 02:02:02 42 Having a great time playing this game of yumyumfunyungirl on 2020/12/11 22:22 Me Heard Mahjong was popular in 1920. So I wanted to try and fell in love with her. Its so
easy! All you do is match 2 cards and keep matching until there is no card left! I love and recommend to every man! by MzG90 on 2020/12/11 21:03 Different settings help to be less stressful than so others I played by Msgirl65 on 2020/12/11 18:22 Best Mahjong! by ygtre12345 on 2020/12/11 17:41 I can stop playing shazhudao on 2020/12/11
04:57 So much fun! by panzi cat attack on 2020/12/10 21:53 Blocked by B2elements on 2020/12/10 21:31 Lots of fun of pzlslv on 2020/12/10 16:57 Great game ... it gets very challenging about half way through the board, but I like a challenge. by Grandma's Queen on 2020/12/10 16:49 Each puzzle is a fresh challenge. It requires quiet
concentration, which has a calming effect in difficult times today. I think it's useful in retaining cognitive skills. by M Family on 2020/12/10 06:47 I am able to exercise my eyes and dexterity in a pleasant way. by 2Leala on 2020/12/10 04:43 Great game of dyuhcrt on 2020/12/10 02:50 Great great game of Bugster1098 on 020 2 0020/12/10 00:15
It's a lot of fun of jersey shore jule on 2020/12/09 21:40 If you could make the tiles bigger, they will be easier to see. Otherwise, it's a great game of DarZZ$ on 2020/12/09 19:42 Very fun get more difficult with higher levels. by MelissaLT on 2020/12/09 01:53 &amp;#39; So far, this game is very fun and addictive. brandgj on 2020/12/09 00:07
Beautiful tiles, challenging but fun! by Mahjong Mollie on 2020/12/08 04:45 Love game  on 2020/12/08 03:58 This is very addictive. by stannerstoby on 2020/12/08 01:59 I like the ❤️ so sweet � by AlphaGram on 2020/12/08 01:53 I put up with the in-your-face announcement to buy beginner coins, which I don't need but the latest update
with all the swirling, flashathys sealed his fate. Used to be a wonderful game to play, but now it's so annoying it's going on in the trash. Luckily, I found another Mahjong game that plays just like it did before devs ruined it. by romanof54 on 2020/12/08 01:03 I used to play Majong on a computer. I'm glad there's a game app now. by Meemawsee
on 2020/12/08 00:51 Love it! Time flies when playing this! by sandystormj on 2020/12/07 23:40 This version of Mahjong is one of the best I've seen and played. Continue adding levels; I'm happy to play it! by Deborah Sloan on 2020/12/07 23:21 Truly Delightful by Cleopat428 on 2020/12/07 20:39 Love this game!!! of on 2020/12/07 19:30 I still
do not feel like I know what all the rules are, but with the tiles highlighted, this game moves very fast and is addictive. I bought a coin pack so I didn't have to deal with added and it was worth it. I like how simple simple background is, I like gold bars that go over the top of the screen to let you know you're doing. I've never played this tiled game,
but I'm now considering it. Thanks for such a fun game on a great platform. by Annamommy27 on 2020/12/07 19:19 This is a good, fast, easy to use Mahjong. I can't stop playing it by analyst75 on 2020/12/07 14:09 Great great game!!! by hdhshwnrg on 2020/12/07 13:30 Love to play. by madirain on 2020/12/07 12:25 The latest update changed
the screen with a distracting flare at the top. Also, shuffle isn&amp;#39 work most of the time. Having to interrupt the game, then go back just to mix. Before this uodare no problem. Now it's &amp;#39 it's a frustrating game vs. hit the challenges. Please repair!!!!! by W0rdpa$$ on 2020/12/07 02:10 Same i remembered Miss Evers on 2020/12/06
22:03 I love this game. It's a challenge for me to play. I love to play, even if I don't knock the time because finishing the round is all that matters. by meBob56 on 2020/12/06 21:12 It helps improve memory  I hope it is by Pinman1234 on 2020/2 12/06 18:51 Very challenging , pass time in these difficult moments of musicalluvely on 2020/12/06
15:46 Games are challenging. If the programmers would make the game do not overlap in controls, that would be even better! Sometimes you have to guess because they are partially hidden by the headers and help buttons of Trac456 on 2020/12/06 15:11 This is a traditional mahjong game that is so addictive!!! The only reason I didn't give
5stars is because after a few layouts in between ads freezes and you have to close the ap and wait a while before you can play again  of Crea-imagen on 2 020/12/06 14:26 Awesome game of ludymoon on 2020/12/06 11:19 Love it love it !!! by vickikimb on 2020/12/06 05:44 Keep crashing now my hint button won't work. Please fix the
MzJannyLou on 2020/12/06 05:17 I love the game and the puzzles are challenging. My little objection is that it's so small. by Dreamer-11 on 2020/12/06 03:56 Definitely a great zen game! by grey5860 on 2020/12/06 00:59 Lots of configurations. Far too many commercials. by jjjjjaazzzzzzie on 2020/12/05 20:18 This game is so good the only
thing is that I like the old design better!!!!  by Dan Man de Steele on 2020/12/05 16:52 I love this game, it works the brain and the coordination of the hand eyes. of .x? on 2020/12/05 15:56 Love, Love this game. It's exciting. by Dolly811 on 2020/12/05 06:08 I like it. A great game to pass the time. by crucibelle on 2020/11/14 20:15 I love this
game so much! I have several Mahjong apps and this is among the best. Puzzles are not easy, but not so difficult as to be frustrating. I really enjoy the feature that you Let's shuffle for 20 coins rather than lose the game and having to start over. Even when I choose to start a game over rather than shuffle I really appreciate the fact that I am
presented with a mixed version of the game rather than all the pieces being placed in command as the previous plate. This keeps the game interesting and much less prone to cause boredom and frustration. I have an anxiety disorder and this game helps me to relax and keep my mind busy. Also - and this can be difficult to believe, but I have
empirical evidence - playing this game actually lowers blood pressure significantly! I always play a few rounds of playing in bed at night because it helps me to relax and thus sleep better. Another important thing to mention is that it is very cheap to get rid of the ads on this game. The developers of this app are definitely not greedy in the least ...
My thanks and best wishes to brilliant and kind developers! by Ellainc on 2019/11/20 09:27 It's a very fun game to play, seriously I just can't stop &amp;#39 to the point where I close my eyes and all I see are haha boards. Although I have a suggestion! When you lose because there are no more matches and the tracks need to be shuffled the
only option is to watch an ad to keep playing, which will mix the tiles for you. I really wish there was an option to either watch ads and get mixed tiles or use coins to mix them in the tiles instead as you don't #39 get a chance to do it once the game tells you that there is no #39;t any matches left to do. It feels like defeating the goal of having coins
to use to mix tiles in the first place! Apart from the fact that i&amp;#39 we really enjoy the game, music makes me feel like I&amp;#39;m playing a video game and getting a search from someone haha. by Hymn Hummer on 2019/10/06 15:42 I have loved this game for a very long time! I look forward to playing the daily challenge every day and
see the neat picture at the end of the month after completing all the daily challenges. However, after completing the challenges for September, the October calendar now shows all the dates in the calendar with a key. The game allows me to select the date and play the game, but as soon as the game is complete, the whole game freezes! No
reward! I have to get out of the game and restart it. Then it shows that I haven't even started the daily challenge! I reworked the same puzzle 4 or 5 times! I've tried everything I can think of, including restarting my phone! I still haven't had any luck. I would love to lose one of my favorite games, but this is quite frustrating to make me want to ditch
it! Does anyone else have this problem? UPDATE: The support team solved the problem! My daily challenge is working again! Thank! Now I can enjoy my game again! Hate! by Raven123345677 on 2020/08/13 15:39 I like this game just for the simple fact that it is extremely relaxing and a stress reliever. It's a very to end the day because it will
give you something to focus on other than what's going on in your life. I personally will spend hours on the final game this just because of how relaxing this game is. It works as an adult coloring in a sense because of what makes this game. It is very very Just listen to music and play and get lost because of how focused you are on the game. I
would recommend this game not only for stressful days just trust me we have all those, but also just for fun because even if this game is relaxing / calming it is super fun to play. Highly recommend this game. by Anna ;)) on 2019/02/22 02:57 Tbh, I love the game and helps with speed. I have a ton of games on my phone and this is my favorite. I
love it so much to the point where every second I have free time, I'm playing this. But, there's only one thing you hate about this game-ads. I know you can pay $1.99 for no ad, but I find it so stupid that every time you advance to another level or break your game and want to continue playing, you have to watch a one-minute ad that cuts in your
spare time. I know it's pretty cheap to pay for any ads, but I think there's way too many ads. personally, I think there should be fewer ads, even if that's how the company gets $money$. I say this because I think the company should recognize that I really really want to delete the app because the ads are annoying. pls don't wrong me I love the
app, but the ads are annoying. honestly, ~ Annika (pronounced onica) by wlstrk on 2020/01/08 21:17 I love the game, but when the game cuts on you before it is finished, that is very annoying! I really don't like that at all! If you could fix that it would be greatly appreciated! Thank!  really hate when the game cuts on you before you finish
playing! With all the bugs you fix in this game, you may not be that one of them, because it really bugs me!!!!  Wondering when folks are going to fix the Daily Challenge! She didn't record the finishing game all October! I really thought you'd fix it until my birthday, which is today, October 5th! I love the Daily Challenge! Please
fix it soon! Thank!  Okay, the Daily Challenge is messed up again! Why can't you have loaded and ready to go on January 1st like other games with Daily Challenges do? I love playing The Daily Challenges, but your game leaves a lot to be desired! Please fix it! Thank! You solved the problem!! Thank you very much! by IDTXGal on
2020/10/27 01:19 First, I love the game. Much. I've seen a tremendous improvement since I started playing. I've been ticking the clock steady! And it kept me interested. That's the good part. Too many ads, too many times, interrupting the game! I honestly don't mind the ads before and after a game, but it's incredibly annoying during a game. If
you fix that annoying feature, I'd give you five ⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️⭐ ️. PLEASE change the game to EXCLUDE ads that interrupt and are (in the middle of a game) or to provide a one-time payment to remove ads entirely. Another problem: too often the game stops with only two tracks left on the board (to end a game) and a lot of time on the clock, and the game
stops at 20 coins (pts?) or the game ends and I have to start the game over. That's an annoying feature. Arbitrary, punitive and obviously unfair. of PLASSSSE !!! on 2020/12/02 14:23 This game has enough large and distinct tiles enough for all ages and eye sites. However here lately he has frozen me and had to wait several hours and at some
point did not thaw. Down loaded it up again and had to start over. At one point I just had a freer level left before I had to start buying new levels. Now I'm back on the first level. But no problem you don't remember puzzles is just a lot easier on the lower levels. I play every game using no clue and must under the allotted time. Makes it very
interesting of lasagna marinara on 2020/03/01 06:39 It's very fun and I really like it, but at some point it would freeze up and the screen would go darker saying mahjong or something. You can press the buttons to go elsewhere, but it would act like and I didn't touch it at all. Nothing would happen. I'd have to reset it and go to the next level, but
when I was doing the same thing it would happen. I'm sorry, but I had to get this out of my head. It's super fun I don't get it wrong would be a five-star star if the glitch wasn't there. I hope the people who have done this are reading this so they can fix it. And that's my opinion. (I'm not hating OK!!) by Dlewis2093 on 2020/11/04 00:07 I played the
first set of games and really enjoy this Mahjong game. Games are short, fast and well made. While you can buy hints and help, when you get stuck, the reshuffle is free if you look at a short about 30 secondvideo. There are no extra annoying, just mahjong games in various models. If you get stuck a second time, you can simply start the round. I
play when I have a few minutes and usually beats time at this level. I'm having fun and that's what I want from a game! I recommend this game! by Ma4dinks on 2019/10/01 21:57 I love playing this game, but I am so tired of freezing the game or failing. I'll be playing along and the next thing I know I'm completely kicked out of the app! I check
daily for updates, and there were glitch game fixes in the updates, but there are still far too many problems. They still have glitches even after several fixes. And now the games are so big the pieces are too close to the bottom, so I end up hitting the clue or shuffle... lose coins in the process ... when I really just want to touch on a play! Multiple
glitches, game freezes and other problems that are not getting solved! I'm tired of playing the same level over and over because it freezes up. Fixes on updates don't really solve the problem! by Argreene11 on 14:17 Actually, my autistic son is playing this game! I let him go through the apps one day and he chose this... He has helped
enormously with concentration and he smiles when he completes a puzzle. I have two problems: I&amp;#39 I've seen it completely a game in 3:27, but you guys have to a much larger number. Also, the game started to ask for coins every time there is no match and needs mixing, instead of giving watch your choice ads as well. If it's #39 a free
game, please be so. He doesn't &amp;#39 the ads thus offering that as an option works for us. If you could help us with this or explain it would be appreciated! Thank you for helping us help him with his focus... by Kydhlfsybk on 2019/06/09 19:47 To get started, the number of ads in this game is not overwhelming, which is great! However,
sometimes when an ad starts, the time on the game continues to count, even if an ad is played that cannot be schikippable. Also, every time I drag my lock screen down (on the iPhone) for a fraction of a second during a game to simply check the time or notification, a new ad will play when I get back in the middle of the game. Also lately the app
has been freezing a lot more than normal. Other than these slightly annoying things, this game is quite well done, has beautiful graphics, and a lot of levels. I really like this app! It's definitely worth downloading. by WrangleWolfe on 2019/10/25 12:47 I just found this game last night and I'm already addicted. I already liked mahjong, but the
challenge of added time is what it really sells to me. I find myself blitzing through levels and from time to time, shuffle is quite difficult. I have no idea what these coins and so are used for, but they pay no mind, I played several levels and never used them for anything. If I find out, I'll update this review. Otherwise, a very solid game, and the ads



are not even super disturbing or anything! It's worth a try! by mediumsatan on 2020/02/21 14:30 This used to be my favorite app; there were no ads and if you couldn't finish a level because of how your computer generated the level, you were able to mix tiles for free. Now the app is outdated with ads and if you need to mix you have to pay for it
or watch yet another ad. Also?????? I made 1-3 purchases in the app to remove ads and hit restoration purchases several times and I still haven't received my purchases. No. And yes, I had the fees coming out of my bank. So?? I wish there was a way to get those refunded or to get my real purchases, so I don't have to have all these ads.
Anyway, I'm very disappointed and I wish I could reset this app to the way it was a year or two ago before all the recent updates. Very sad. by Lakeside Red on 2019/02/13 18:03 Tons of fun!!! A great way to challenge yourself and that special someone See who can get a better score for each level. We highly recommend that you pay $1.99 to
remove boring ads. The game is free and the company needs to get resources somewhere to keep putting these games online for our pleasure. I like Bimango games. Some sites don't allow you to remove ads. When that happens, I delete the game. Hold on to the big Bitmango thing. Don't change the classic games, please. I like them because.
That. Original. by Zama-Shi on 2019/01/29 08:33 Panels attract you to make quick movements. Some of the tiles resemble each other, but they're not, so you need to try to think fast and scan and move quickly. Being over 70, I think it makes me feel good when I can think and move quickly and I laugh at myself when I don't. At least I have an
excuse! (HAHA)! What's yours? Kidding! Enjoy! Maybe, eat a bowl of ramen or some kimchi for inspiration. Bottom line, enjoy and when you get stuck for a few seconds, just think of me and laugh, then hurry up and keep playing! by Zach's Nana on 2020/02/27 21:31 All through my growing years I've heard about Chinese and yiddish ladies
playing Mahjong, but I never knew what it was all about. And I had no desire to find out. I don't know what made me try it now, but I'm glad I did. I don't play stupid Candy Crush games and those like it. I usually just play puns, but this is an exercise for the mind and when you get to be my age you need to exercise your mind as well as your body.
After they say... If you don't use it, you lose it. by Hotspurnia on 2020/10/29 05:35 Of all the horribleness of this CFH (contagion from hell) my games playing on my iPhone ... I'm a retired teacher, but I'm acting like a 12 year old who just got her first smart phone call and in a contest with her other friends in the same category. Anyway..... When
this pandemic is removed from this planet, I'm still going to want to play this game. It's relaxing, but it still makes me think fast and keeps me from having to take an OTC sleep aid. Perhaps it will reinforce my desire to play Mahjong with the ladies of my various church groups. by Steelest on 2020/01/08 15:44 Since the last iOS update at 13.3, on
an iPhone 8, the screen often becomes empty (black) after an ad, when it should be setting up a new board. The application crashes completely and backing out and restarting it does not help. Only the full reset of the phone deletes the problem until it clears again. I've since discovered this issue with other gaming apps as well, so it seems to be
directly related to the latest iOS update in conflict with these apps. The developer responded the same way, and says it is working on a solution. by gt2skis on 2019/07/05 01:02 I love the game, but keep booted out when I'm about 2/3 to3/4 through. It's clearly a problem because it happens too often. I lost a competitor for that reason, he just
deleted the game. Dear Apple, my comments are not meant to be negative for the developer. In fact, I have already contacted them and received a large and timely response. I wasn't aware of this review went straight to Apple or I wouldn't have passed it along like I did. I still love the game and keep playing. I look forward to a fix and will
information from them when Thomas of Swanwomyn is complete on 2020/11/30 00:27 I've been playing this game for some time now. I really enjoyed the game itself. Dalele Dalele Intelligently arranged in interesting shapes and can develop strategies to improve speed and accuracy as we go through each level. On the other hand, the game
requires much more data usage than it should. Incessant ads frequently freeze up my device and require a reboot unlike any other game. Now that I've reached a level for which it's apparently mathematically impossible for me to earn enough stars to move to the next level, I'll be erasing it as soon as I'm done with that. by Angelus80 on
2019/12/23 01:19 This is one of the best Mahjong I&amp;#39 games I've played in a while. It&amp;#39 fun, not complicated, but not too easy either. I&amp;#39 I wasn't asked to buy anything, which is awesome. You look at the ads if you want to double the reward (stars), which they do because you can use them for clues and mixing tiles.
There are also daily games and quests you can do, they &amp;#39;re is not necessary to advance as far as I can tell, but just additional fun. So far, I&amp;#39 I have no problems and I would recommend this game. of tunezee on 2020/12/07 19:30 I still do not feel like I know what all the rules are, but with the tiles highlighted, this game moves
very fast and is addictive. I bought a coin pack so I didn't have to deal with added and it was worth it. I love how simple the background is, I like the gold bars that go over the top of the screen to let you know you do. I've never played this tiled game, but I'm now considering it. Thanks for such a fun game on a great platform. by mardugan71 on
2020/02/05 03:58 This is the best Mahjong game I've played on mobile. The tiles are clear and easy to see. I love to play a relaxed game and there is no bonus multiplier encouraging me to go faster and faster and I love that. Just a personal preference of mine. You have a higher rating for finishing a board in a time limit, but it's not in front of
you. You can pay $1.99 to turn off ads, which is super important to me. The game is perfect so it is, but if you were to suggest anything, there would be a few additional tile sets. by TickedRick on 2020/10/08 20:01 Love Game! However, I need several puzzles to continue to enjoy. I'm once again asking for more puzzles. We've completed 34
packages with perfect scores, plus 9 premium packages with perfect scores and daily puzzles completed through 2018............ Okay, so I'm #39 addicted. Although with &amp;#34;social distance&amp;#34; &amp;#34&gt;stay at home orders &amp;#34; This game has become a daily blessing to fill the void. So before you start to experience
withdrawal symptoms, please send more. That's how I opened my iPad I appreciate the notes saying you want to play more Mahjong and I&amp;#39 ready to do so. My answer is back for more packages so it was five months ago. So it is now that I have not received any additional games, so maybe you would appreciate not sending the notes
because I&amp;#39;m do not receive games. Thank........... by cdnwetzel on 2018/02/26 19:24 Is you would expect from a game Mahjong Solitaire, tons of levels, daily games, reasonable price to remove ads, although there are ads that you are still stuck watching in order to mix the board, which seems fake because you paid to remove the ads,
and the only other place for improvement is that occasionally the game fails to and leaves you with a blank green screen with just a timer and you are forced to force to force and start the last level everywhere again. cpalme on 2020/02/21 02:15 I love the game and different puzzles. They are varied and challenging I wish there was an
annulment. I also discovered a bug where once you buy a package, the ads don't disappear. Also, when I need to mix will, (apparently) randomly need me to watch a video. When I contacted the support they were very frustrating. Obviously, they didn't speak English very well. It takes more unnecessary messages back and forth before you
finally get a resolution. Now that it's resolved, I like the forcringoutloud on 2019/10/01 17:14 I love Majong, however the developer has to tweak errors; for example, I played the daily challenge 3 times this a.m. &amp;; after successfully completing, every time the screen has frozen ... this also happened during other games where there was
obviously a match &amp; I had to close several &amp;games reopen the app to play ... a prompt to return to the main menu w/o having to close the app would be nice... in the hope that this will be sent, I have introduced several (I know not taken) nicknames &amp;; keep getting the message we've been using  by Atherton AK on 2019/06/07
21:23 I love this app. It provides time limits to beat for each game that are achievable at least in the first level of 90 games. There are a lot of ads, so I bought the ads for free for $1.99. However, that turns out to still show ads if you need a shuffle or if you want to play the game of the day for previous dates. I haven't seen any warning about this
and it's annoying not knowing what you're paying for. If there really were ads I would miss this 5 stars. Perhaps there should be another higher level of payment for totally free ads. South Mind on 2020/04/18 08:22 I just started matching tiles without checking the positions and was ending up being knocked out. I even started checking the layout
before I started and they removed the tiles each time, except twice to not check the positions. I'm kind of slow and time showing, but I'm working on it. I love this game, but I can't stand my time. Thanks for the game. A few years ago it would have been easy. My brain works Fast, Andy, so go it's not the game, but my hand. I can't use my finger, I
have to use a stylus and keep throwing it away. So it takes me longer. Again0 Thanks for the game. I'd like to wish you and your family health and keep each other close. For now Taffy (my sweet bichon/poodle) and I'm alone, so the game keeps me from having to think, so thanks. by Mrs. G Rod on 2019/10/05 20:05 Hi, I played this game for
some and although it was only updated a day ago, I still don't show where the game is finished. Nor on the daily page or any other levels. Please see if there is anything that can be done with this problem. I don't want to delete this game because it's one of my favorites, but you might have no choice but to do so if the problem can't be solved.
Thank. by Dougie b23 on 2020/01/02 06:01 is there any new daily being made or am I not allowed to get the latest version? i&amp;#39;I've tried to catch up with all the old daily southes exist because I think the calendar images are fun to fill out, given that you have a smaller goal of working towards and you&amp;#39 actually given a visual, but
my new daily sonander ends with the end of the year. also, since I finally got around to writing a review, I had a few ideas: 1) in other games, instead of yours i automatically get a smaller silver star that I hate, just because I was &amp;#39 still playing, i can pay a small fee of 25 coins to play older dailys and still get the maximum amount of stars
2) instead of saying level failed, I always think #39 it's nicer when games ask &amp;#34;try again?&amp;#34;small thing, but just thought you&#39 I'd like to know 3) i don&amp;#39 like that when i when i have to go to get to the board to get to the next level and that you don&amp;#39;t have a next button and that i have to t t to gosen to the
calendar to click the next puzzle 4) it would be nice if best times could be shown at click to date thank you  by Mommyof2girlz22 on 2019/07/18 14:22 I love to play this game! Even my daughter to sing it. Love different levels. I'm also glad you can go back and remake the ones that you didn't score so well on. The ads were driving me crazy
(one after each game, for at least 30 seconds each) until I read a review and said to pay $1.99 to stop the ads. I did that and I'm still receiving ads. In fact, I saw that others had the same problem, but stupidly assumed me because developers could see comments they would solve. That's not the case. I want $ back if I'm still going to get ads! by
Allalaskan on 2018/03/08 02:36 I like mahjong and I really like the way the board lights up allowing me to know which of them may be suitable. $1.99 was a reasonable price to get rid of these boring adds. Through the first section and enjoy that there are some that are so challenging I have to take a break because I failed so much and then I go
back to it and finish a minute under and cant figure out why I've been having so much trouble before. Very nice!!! why on 2019/05/20 16:36 I love this game, they tried to play it three times just to get a black screen with a white/blue circle of rotation, so you can't get back to the game. Emailed about this issue. No response and still has not
established glitch. Three times from the beginning, I'm done. Update: I contacted the developer and my problems with the game were quickly resolved. Thank you so much! by Seattle Portista on 2018/02/13 23:45 Is that there are ads- I expect that from a free game. However, these ads appear not only between each new panel, but also every
time you need to shuffle. These are not short ads, there would be only one page for a product. No, these are games ads that go on endlessly. To really ensure user agony, the company only makes a few games, so you get to see the same ads over and over. I could give them money to stop the ads, but that felt too much like rewarding their
behavior. Instead, I deleted the game. It's not like and there wouldn't be 500 mahjong games out there... by Samadamholli on 2020/03/15 01:25 I love the game and it's addictive. But the only problem I have in when my phone goes into sleep mode or reset the board changes time and start with another time. For example, the time to complete
with 3 stars is 5:25 I reset the board or the phone going into sleep mode should start at 0:00 or continue the time from the time it was interrupted or went into sleep mode on the return and I want to continue the game and finish the time would start with 3:00 or more. Please fix this. by aaeakkkkskskksksks on 2020/09/27 18:33 This is one of my
favorite games to play and I play all the time, but sometimes there is an error where the time of the last round wears over in the next round. (For example, I finished a round with 1:45 time, and then when I started the next round, the time started at 1:45.) it's a bit annoying when I have to restart the round, but it's not that big of a deal in general. I
hope I explained it well. But still great game  :-) by dogsrdolls on 2019/07/03 21:38 This is a perfect game for seniors like me because the tiles are big enough and bold enough to see easily. The only complaint I had and the only reason I deleted it for a bit is because it disappears in the middle of a game and you have to start all over again. I
made the connection with you about this problem a while ago, but I see it hasn't been solved. I have tried many other Majong games and even with glitch I find the best of all the other deacwes on 2019/06/05 23:22 This version of Mahjong is brilliant, I can not lose. This version has levels beyond levels, but I must confess that it seems to be
geared towards the beginning levels, I have already completed 270 levels and with the exception of one of the levels I have three stars for each level. If you could do coding for a Mahjong 3D, that would be great. I'll say that compared to other Mahjong games this is my favorite, even if it's pretty easy. I'll find out after several levels. Love it, love it
by kaybuggerson on 2020/02/03 03:28 OMG I love this game is very calming to me and that's like eye playas you have to work with eye muscles  but I really like it! You can make that one with game modes and challenges with real people!!! That would be cool! It could be tournaments and battle regals or something! But in general, this is also
amazing game! I love it! I'd appreciate it if you did. You. this (can even respond and actually take ideas) thanks to keep up with the good work! God bless you! by ZoeGlow on 2019/06/14 02:55 When I'm bored and I want to do something to make me think, I go straight so this app. I love that it has many levels and each level offers something
different. Another reason I love this game is, the fact that it doesn't have so many ads, all these other games has so many ads and this game doesn't. I totally recommend it to anyone 10 and up because this game requires some focus.  of good goo goo on 2019/05/30 20:36 This is a fun matching game that we've got and really enjoy. It
doesn't push ads in front of you like most other mobile games do. Of the 30-40 minutes I played in this game I didn't even have an ad. It starts easily and constantly picks up the pace. It's a great game for non-gamers and it's kinda peaceful to play if you're not trying to complete the challenges the time it gives you for each level. by Majhonglvr on
2018/08/10 17:20 I really like this game! Additional packages are very affordable and with time to beat gives you a great challenge! The only thing I wish he had was a tile counter. You know, put the amount of tiles to start with and count it down when you make a match so you can see how many matches are left before mixing. I'm an advanced
mahjong player and I really don't enjoy this game. Add more expansion packages!!!!  by DL Peters on 2020/02/15 09:12 I love playing this game! Sometimes it's super frustrating trying to find matches, but I feel like it's such a good exercise for my 64-year-old brain. That's part of my daily routine right now. Everyone of a certain age should do
this to stay sharp! I almost gave it 4 stars because of the ads, but you really need them in between games to give yourself a rest for the next round. by Paladin2019 on 2020/06/30 14:58 It seems to me that this game increases decision skills. You need a strategy so you don't run out of matches by getting matching pieces buried under each
other, but you also need to remember lay the board to find matching pieces quickly. (If you accidentally hit the reshuffle in the middle of a game you will understand). It also takes your mind off other issues so you can focus. Good game! by Joebro917 on 2019/01/28 05:37 So far, I love this Mahjong app because they don't seem to be asking to
buy chips and coins etc. I've only tried the first two levels, but it seems very easy to run through a game in 2 minutes or less. I hope it's more difficult. I'd give five stars, but tile graphics are pretty simple, and it would be nice if they was a little more colorful and interesting. I think I'm sticking to true Chinese mahjong symbols. jkgoot on 2020/10/22
20:02 I play this a lot, but it has an error that frustrates me. In the game, collect coins each time you complete a session. You spend coins for a hint or mixing tiles. You have the option to double the coins because by clicking a button and watching an ad. Recently, many times when I click to double, the app freezes and I lost any coins I could
have won for the session. You might end up deleting the app because of it. Fix it, please! Please!
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